Jesus Celebration 2033 Values
These values are a commitment that we, as active workers in JC2033, accept and
do our best to integrate into our lives, in our working relationships, in leading and
decision making and in our actions towards all people we encounter in our work for
JC2033. We hold each other accountable to this commitment as we learn and grow
together.
IN WHAT WE ARE IN HIM
1. We aim to consecrate more and more of our life to live from an intimate
relationship with Jesus, God the Father and the Holy Spirit.
2. We aim to develop our listening skills towards the Holy Spirit, by making time
in the environment most adapted to each of us.
3. We aim to progress in the knowledge and reality that He is our Master and we
are His humble servants, and yet Jesus calls us His friends.
4. We aim to trust Him more and more to provide for all our needs, our wellbeing, the restoration of relationships and our resources.
5. We aim to love one another and do to others what we want them to do to us.
We want to apply the Golden Rule in our lives (Matt 7,7-12 and John 13,3435).
6. We aim to develop total integrity towards the Lord and all people. He created
us and invites us to find our full identity and freedom in him.
7. We aim to be increasingly filled with the love of our heavenly Father so we
can love ourselves and others with this same love, and share our joy of being
loved.

WORKING TOGETHER AND WITH PARTNERS WITH HIM
8. We aim to function as the body of Christ (1 Cor 12). Making sure that Jesus is
always at the centre in all we do.
9. We want to care, trust, serve and respect each other as well as celebrate our
differences. We will do our best to empower each other in the gifts and
calling we have received.
10. We aim to show total integrity towards others by letting go of our
preconceived opinions, being as transparent as possible, knowing we must
judge only our own actions and forgive like we have been forgiven.
11. We give permission to our partners and co-workers to evaluate if we are still
on the right path, and not diverging from these values as a movement or as
an individual.
12. We want to celebrate successes as a ministry and as individuals. We aim for
a culture of joy, encouragement, and thankfulness.
13. We aim to celebrate our learning and growth. We see challenges and failures
as an opportunity for growth.
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IN WHAT WE DO FOR HIM
14. We aim to make the resurrection of Jesus known to all nations, tribes,
peoples, and tongues (Rev 7,9).
15. We recognize that Jesus invites, not us. It’s His project, not ours. The
resurrection belongs to everybody.
16. We aim to take decisions in unity by listening to God’s will.
17. We recognize that it’s the work of the Spirit of the Risen Christ among us who
builds bridges, unites and brings reconciliation.
18. We aim to create a place of encounter between God and man. We always
first try to see the image of God in the other person enabling us to connect
with them.
19. We always try to contribute towards reconciliation and restoration in words
and deeds.
20. We approach others with boldness through a humble, serving attitude.
21. We aim to practice generosity at every level including human and financial
resources, fully trusting that God will provide.
22. We aim to recognize that God’s timing is not our timing and we need to learn
patience.
23. We rejoice when people encounter Jesus, take further steps towards Him and
are transformed by the power of the resurrection.
24. We have the Bible as a reference point to check all that we think we receive
from God.
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